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ABSTRACT

This study addresses questions concerning factor demand,

labor-labor substitution, and labor-capital substitution in

factor markets for overall manufacturing and 2-digit manu

facturing industries of Korea. The objectives are twofold:

1) to analyze input demand, and labor-labor and labor-capital

substitution where labor heterogeneity is captured by disag

gregating labor by occupation, and 2) to test the null hypo

theses of alternative specification of production structure

on nonhomothetic model.

This study is different from other studies in that

(1) it examines the input interrelationships for 2-digit in

dustries, (2) it utilizes Korean cross-section by subindustries

in studying aggregate manufacturing, and (3) it utilizes pre

and post-embargo data. The study is further differentiated

from other studies in that the nonhomothetic production

structure is postulated. Finally, it relates a developing

economy. We know of no existing study for developing coun

tries which explicitly disaggregates labor types.

The objectives of this study require the estimation of

production relations such that there are no ~ priori con

straints on the elasticities of substitution between factor

inputs. Thus, translog cost functions are specified as

quadratic approximations to the production process; where

the relevant inputs are labor, disaggregated by occupation,
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namely, production labor (blue collar workers) and nonproduc

tion labor (white collar workers), and capital. As for the

estimation procedure, Zellner's "seemingly unrelated regres

sion" technique is employed to estimate the cost function

coupled with the factor share demand equations, accounting

for cross-equation disturbance correlations and adding-up

parametric restrictions.

The features of production technology are characterized

by the nonhomothetic production structures not only for over

all manufacturing but also dominantly for 2-digit manufactur

ing industries in Korea. Our empirical results indicate that

each factor input is a substitute for the other factor inputs

in overall manufacturing and that capital is more substitu-

table for production labor than for nonproduction labor.

When we proxy the amount of human capital embodied in labor

by· the occupation, the labor with a greater amount of human

capital is less easily substitutable for physical capital.

This finding is consistent with the Griliches hypothesis

that, "skill or education is more complementary with physical

capital than unskilled or raw labor." In addition, as labor

has more human capital, the derived demand for labor becomes

less elastic to its own prices. This implies that as a worker

accumulates human capital, both the employer and the worker

have a greater incentive to continue his employment regardless

of possible minor wage fluctuations.
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The low overall elasticity of substitution between

capital and labor has an important employment-wage implica

tion for Korean industrialization in that it has contributed

to the rapid growth of employment and wages rather than imped

ing their growth. However, while the limited substitution

among the factor inputs may temporarily moderate the effect

of the wage increase on employment, it may not prevent the

higher wage rate from forcing the producers toward labor

augmenting technologies in the long-run.

Investment tax credits will bring about a desired in

crease in capital accumulation, and there will be generated

a substitution effect from labor to capital, reducing the

demand for both types of workers given the level of output.

Since the elasticity of substitution of production workers

for capital is higher than that of nonproduction workers,

production workers will be more adversely affected. In other

words, employment of less skilled, young workers would suffer

under investment incentives.

Finally, the own price elasticities of demand for pro

duction labor are quite sizable, while those for capital are

smaller than those for labor. The evidence that demand for

labor is relatively more price responsive than capital input

suggests that greater attention be given to policy incentives,

such as employment tax credits, which seek to stimulate em

ployment by inducing movements along demand schedules.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Substitutability between different types of labor inputs

and that between labor and capital has become an important

subject among economists interested in labor market and eco

nomic development policies. Empirical estimates of elasti

cities of substitution between pairs of factor inputs are

essential for predicting the effect of changes in policy

or other exogenous variables. First, let us consider how

important our knowledge of factor substitutability is in our

understanding of labor market behavior. The proposed reduc

tion in minimum wage for production labor, which is intended

to encourage employment of this type of workers, may bring

about concurrent displacement of nonproduction labor. The

extent of actual displacement will depend on substitutability

between production and nonproduction labor.

Employment tax credits, which subsidize a certain frac

tion of employment costs of unskilled workers, would affect

the employment of types of workers and also investment demand

depending upon the substitutability among these factor inputs.

Investment tax credits or accelerated depreciation allowances

will decrease labor demand, assuming that capital and labor

are substitutes. But their effects on demand for certain

types of labor may be positive if capital is complementary

with them in the production process. Employment and training
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programs convert low-skilled labor to high-skilled labor.

Their effectiveness depends on how substitutable these human

resources are in the production process.

Knowledge about the elasticity of substitution between

capital and labor as well as the determinants of factor share

demand is very important in our study of a developing economy,

for such information will help visualize some of the basic

characteristics of labor markets in this economy.

Second, empirical findings from the research on the be

havior of utilization of factor services will be of great

value to those engaged in the formulation of the country's

industrial development plans. Development policies in most

developing countries pursue both rapid industrialization and

widespread distribution of its benefits by expanding the

industrial employment opportunities. If we know that the

elasticity of substitution between capital and labor is high,

expansion of employment opportunities without sacrificing

output growth is relatively easy by appropriately manipula

tingthe relative factor prices (for this matter, e.g., by

reducing the wage-rental ratio so as to change the factor

intensities of output).

High elasticity of substitution would enable the economy

to flexibly respond and adjust to the changes in external

factors. For instance, a change in price of raw materials

(or energy) in the international market can be absorbed by

adopting more labor-intensive and material-saving production
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processes on the part of domestic business firms. In this

case, the ease and speed of adaptation would also depend on

the degree of substitutability between the pairs of different

factor inputs.

The quantitative and qualitative information pertaining

to the requirements of factor inputs and the analysis of the

existing relationship between any of factor inputs and its

determinants will contribute substantially toward securing

consistency in formulating and implementing the policy in

struments necessary to attain the desired targets and goals

of an overall economy.

The purpose of this study is to estimate the factor

share demand equations combined with the cost function for

all manufacturing and 2-digit manufacturing industries of

Korea using 1973 and 1978 cross-section data. These years

are the most recent years of the mining and manufacturing

census survey, which is statutorily conducted every five

years in Korea. All the studies on the substitutability

among factor inputs in developing economies employ the usual

aggregate labor input. We take a modest step toward disag

gregation by dividing labor into two categories, namely,

production labor (blue collar workers) and nonproduction la

bor (white collar workers), where capital is the third input.

It would be more desirable to disaggregate labor into several

demographic characteristics such as age, education or sex.

However, data limitations render this impossible. This study
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is very important because we know of no existing study for

developing countries which explicitly disaggregate labor

types. The main focus of this study will be on the statis

tical estimation of the following measures: (1) the Allen

partial elasticities of substitution between factor inputs,

and (2) the own-price elasticities of demand for the factor

input.

To accomplish the objectives of this study it is desir

able to estimate production relations via a model that does

not impose a priori restrictions on the elasticities of sub

stitution among factors of production, but that also permits

the test of alternative specifications of production struc

ture. The transcendental logarithmic function will provide

such a model of production. This function is a member of the

class of flexible functional forms, which are defined by the

property that they can provide a second order approximation

to any twice-differentiable function.

The following main research questions will be discussed

throughout this study in accomplishing the aforementioned

study objectives:

1. Do the parameter estimates for the translog cost

function utilized in this study reveal that the underlying

production function is significantly different from the

Cobb-Douglass functional form?

2. Are the elasticities of substitution between pairs

of factor inputs significantly different from zero?
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3. Is the elasticity of substitution between production

labor and capital significantly different from that between

nonproduction labor and capital?

4. Are the factor demands price elastic?

5. Are the elasticity estimates significantly different

across the different manufacturing industries?

6. Are there any substantial changes in input interre

lations between 1973 and 1978?

7. What are the policy implications to be derived from

the above discussions?

Chapter II develops the theoretical framework which

enables us to estimate the parameters of factor share demand

functions, and the Alle~ and price elasticity measures from

the cost function facing overall manufacturing and each

2-digit industry. We also introduce the translog form as

one of the flexible functional forms which are less restric

tive than the conventional functional forms such as Cobb

Douglas, CES, and Leontief fixed proportions production

functions. Chapter III presents the specification of empir

ical model for statistical estimation, followed by the

discussions on the choice of estimation procedures and the

test of null hypotheses for alternative specifications of

production structure. Also described are the statistical

data to be utilized for each variable in the empirical model.

Chapter IV discussed the empirical results for overall manu

facturing and 2-digit manufacturing industries in 1973 and



1978. Finally, Chapter V provides a summary of empirical

findings and concludes this study.

6



CHAPTER II

THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Introduction

This chapter is intended to develop the theoretical

framework which will be utilized to determine the inp~t

interrelations in production process in Korean overall manu

facturing and 2-digit industries. The theoretical framework

for the analysis of substitutability among the factors of

production dates far back to Allen (1938).1 However, it

is only with relatively recent improvements in the theory

of production, empirical techniques, and data "that Allen's

framework has been put to use. Empirical estimations of

production relations from a multiple input production frame

work have only appeared since the seminal work of Griliches

(1969) considering three inputs; low-skilled labor, high

skilled labor," and capital. 2

The advent of estimable multiple input production func

tions and of improved data have recently led to empirical

searches for appropriate or consistent aggregates of labor

and capital for use in estimating substitution relations.

Leontief (1947a, b) introduced the idea of what is now re-

fer red to as weak functional separability among inputs, thus

providing a criterion for resource aggregation. Groups of

inputs which are weakly separable from others may be formed

into consistent aggregates in the sense that marginal changes

7
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in the level of use of other inputs outside the separable

group do not alter the technical relations among inputs

. hi h 3WIt In t e group.

In the following sections, the general production

function will be discussed first, followed by a discussion

of general dual cost function. Then, in terms of the gen

eral dual cost function the Allen partial elasticities of

substitution and price elasticities of input demand will be

developed, which summarize the aforementioned input inter

relationships in the production structure. In addition, a

discussion of choice of functional form follows, and the

elasticities and estimating factor share demand equations are

derived in terms of the translog cost function.

B. General Production Function

Since the usage of any factor of production as an input

in the production process is a derived input demand, we begin

our discussion with the production function. Suppose that

there exists the general production function for all manu

facturing and for each 2-digit industry in the following form:

(2-1)

where Y is quantity of output, and Xi is quantity of ith

input. Here, the assumptions underlying this general pro

duction relation are; (i) there exists a positive, concave

and twice-differentiable but unknown production function,

and (ii) the production functiQn is weakly separable in its

empirically applicable aggregate input components.
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The assumption (i) implies that the production function

is well-behaved; i.e., marginal product of any input is de

creasing with output but positive, and the production func

tion satisfies certain minimal mathematical requirements.

In other words, this assumption is simply a statement that

the production function meets the minimum conditions implied

by the economic theory.

The assumption (ii) of weak separability in inputs in

sures the existence of consistent aggregate indices of such

inputs. For example, the weak separability of equipment and

structures in the capital aggregate means that the marginal

rate of substitution between equipment and structures is

independent of the levels of the other inputs. Thus, two

heterogeneous forms of capital such as equipment and struc

tures may be added up to form a consistent aggregate index.

Clearly, the presupposition of such indices is necessary in

the formulation of a production function, although it is not

evident that such indices actually exist. Berndt and Christen

sen (1973) found that equipment and structures could be aggre

gated for U.S. total manufacturing in a three-input production

function where the third input was labor. 4 In short, this

assumption is necessary in any empirical study using aggregate

input data.

C. General Dual Cost Function

Now turn to the general cost function. Duality theory5

allows us to restate Y in terms of its dual cost function.
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Shephard (1953, 1970) and Diewert (1971) have demonstrated

that input demand and substitution relations can also be

investigated by means of cost functions. 6 Assume that pro

duction of alternative levels of output takes place accord

ing to a general cost function:

(2-2)

where C is total cost, Y is output and Pi is the price of

services of the ith input. Further, assume that C is (i) a

positive, real valued function in Y which approaches infinity,

as Y approaches infinity, (ii) homogeneous of degree one in

input prices Pi' (iii) a concave function in Pi for all posi

tive levels of output.

Given these assumptions, Shephard (1953, 1970) and

Diewert (1971) have demonstrated that (iv) if, C is a contin

uously differentiable function of Pi and is minimized with

respect to Y > 0, and all input markets are competitive. then

there exists a well defined production function that is dual

in relation to the cost function. 7 This dual production func

tion may not be explicitly expressible in parametric form,

but the technological relations among inputs in production

can be determined from the cost function alone. 8 It is im-

portant to point out that the dual to a translog cost function

is not necessarily ~ trans log production function.

The model formulation in this study will be based on the

duality relationship that exists between production and cost

functions. Duality theory implies that if producers minimize
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input costs of producing given output, and if factor prices

are exogenous, then the cost function that satisfies the usual

regularity conditions9 contains sufficient information to

completely describe the corresponding production technology,

and vice versa. Thus, rather than specifying a functional

form for the production function and deriving the input demand

functions therefrom, we can directly formulate a cost func

tion and then apply Shephard's Lemma l O to obtain the input

demand functions.

The application of a cost function rather than a pro

duction function for estimating the production parameters

has several advantages. For instance, in the production

function estima~ion, high multicollinearity among the input

variables often causes problems. Since there is usually

little multicollinearity among factor prices, this problem

does not arise in the cost function estimation. In addition,

the choice of cost function or production function specifi

cation affects the computational ease of the elasticity esti

mates. In the cost function approach the Allen partial

elasticities of substitution can be obtained directly from

the estimated parameters of a single equation. Derivation

of any Allen partial elasticity from the production function

specification, however, involves inversion of an n x n matrix

of estimated coefficients. If anyone estimated coefficient

in the system has a large standard error, this will be re

flected in all the estimates derived from the production
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function specification. l l The most important criterion for

choosing a cost function or production function approach is

whether input prices or input quantities can be assumed to

b h . db' 12e exogenous to t e unIt un er 0 servat1on.

D. Allen Partial Elasticities of Substitution and

Price Elasticities of Input Demand

R. G. D. Allen (1938) defined the Allen partial elasti-

city of substitution between inputs i and j as:

(2-3)(I-l) ..
J1;

A.. =
1J

n

~Xkfk

X.X.
1 J

where fl. = aY/ax1·, f.. = a2Y/a x . -ax .• x. is quantity of the
I) 1 J 1

ith input, I is the bordered Hessian matrix of production

function (2-1)

I = a fl· ..... f n

f l fll······f l n

f ..
I).. .

f n fnl······f nn (2-4)

and (I- l ) .. is the ijth element of the inverse of the bordered
1J

Hessian matrix r. According to the Young's theorem, it is

apparent that

A•. = A.•
1J )1

(2-5)
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The Allen partial elasticity of substitution, Ai j, measures

the effect on the relative quantity of factor i of a change

in the relative price of factor j, holding output and other

input prices constant. Inputs i and j are substitutes in

production if A.. ~ 0, and are complements in production if
1J

< 13A.. 0.
1J

The price elasticity of input demand, Ei j , of input Xi

given a change in the relative price of input Xj is defined

as:

E.. = (31nX . /a1nP .
1J 1 J

(2-6)

where output and all other input prices remain unchanged.

Allen (1938) has demonstrated that the Allen partial elasti-

cities of substitution are related to the price elasticities

of input demand in the following manner: 14

E.. = M.A •.
1J J 1J

(2-7)

where Mj is the factor share of the jth input in the total

production cost. Therefore, even though Ai j = Aj i, in general

E .. :f E...
1J J1

What follows presents how the Allen partial elasticities

of substitution can be easily derived in terms of cross

derivatives of the general dual cost function. First, we

assume that there exists a dual minimum cost function, C*,

corresponding to the following cost minimization problem

subject to a given production technology expressed in the
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general form (2-9) which is postulated to be a well-behaved

production function:

n

Minimize C = ftrXiPi

subject to

(i=1,2, ... .n) (2-8)

(2-9)

where C denotes cost, Xi and Pi denote the quantity and the

price of ith input, and Y denotes output.

(2-10)

This function, C*, assigns to every combination of input

prices the minimum cost corresponding to the cost minimizing

input levels X.*.lS C* is homogeneous of degree one in
1

factor prices.

Shephard's Lemma16 holds for the cost function

aC*
ape

J
= x.

J
(2-11)

The first order conditions of the cost minimizing pro-

blem (2-8) and (2-9) are:

(2-12)

P. - Af. = 0
1 1

i=l, .... ,n (2-13)

where A denotes the Lagrangean multiplier. Writing the total

differential of the above first order conditions and rearrang

ing the terms in the following bordered Hessian matrix form;



0 f1 ..... f n

f 1 f11···· .f1n

»: f..
1J

.
f f nI ' .... f nnn

dNJ\. i\.dY

=

15

(2-14)

Solving for the vector of endogenous variables,

= _1_t-1
A.

This implies

ax. 1
J = ~-1

-oP
i

T(I: )ji

(2-15)

(2-16)

Substituting from (2-16) into (2-3) and substituting
Pkfk =~ from (2-13),

~Xj

OP.
1

(2-17)

oP .er,
I J

Taking the derivative of (2-11) with respect to Pi'

ax
J----= --ap
J.

(2-18)
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Combining (2-17), (2-18) and (2-5),

A•• = A.•
1J J 1

a 2C*
oP.aP.

1 J
(2_19)17

Multiplying and dividing the righthand side of (2-19)
P.

by --Lx.
1 ,

A .. = A.. =
1J J1

E..
1J

M.
J

(2-20)

ax. P.
where E.. - 1 -L

1J -~ X.
J 1

which indicates price elasticity of

input demand, and Mj =
X.P.

J J
which represents the share

of factor j in total costs. When the parameters of specific

functional form of a cost function have been estimated, the

equation (2-19) can be used to derive the Allen partial elas-

ticities of substitution. Thus far we have shown that in

the case of cost function approach, estimates of elasticities

of substitution can be obtained directly from the parameters

of the cost function.

E. Choice of a Functional Form

As more than two factors are used in this analysis, the

application of the constant elasticity of substitution (CES)

production function is particularly objectionable since it
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not only implies that the cross-elasticities of substitution

between any pair of factors are all constant but also that

they are all equal to the same constant. In addition, the

other two conventional forms of production functions, namely,

Cobb-Douglas and Leontief (fixed factor proportion) produc-

tion functions, both impose also a priori restrictions on

the elasticities of substitution in that the former restricts

the elasticities of substitution among inputs to unity where

as the latter postulates no substitutability at all among

factor inputs. Multi-factor Cobb-Douglas and CES functions

assume strong separability, which is equivalent to assuming

that the conditions for consistent aggregate labor and capital

indexes are satisfied. These characteristics may severely

limit the ability of the conventional functions to describe

an arbitrary production technology.

The recognition of the severe limitations of the con

ventional forms of production has motivated substantial

research to specify more general forms of production func

tion. Such vigorous research effort has culminated in the

development of the new functional forms, in early 1970's,

which are flexible and general in that they impose no a

priori restrictions on the elasticities of substitution as

well as on the separability of inputs.

Diewert (1971) proposed a flexible form which is called

the Generalized Leontief Production Function. 18 This func-

tion is a quadratic form in an arbitrary number of factor
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inputs. It reduces to the Leontief (fixed factor proportion)

production function as a special case. Diewert (1973) also

introduced what he has called the Generalized Cobb-Douglas

Production Function, which also imposes no a priori restric

tions. 19 On the other hand, Christensen, Jorgenson and Lau

(1971, 1973) proposed the Transcendental Logarithmic Produc

tion Function (translog, for short).20 This functional form

has both linear and quadratic terms with any arbitrary number

of factor inputs. It reduces to the multi-input Cobb-Douglas

form as a special case. Separability can be imposed on the

translog form by testable parametric restrictions.

As mentioned above, all three flexible functional forms

do not impose a priori restrictions on the price and Allen

partial elasticities. Recently, Berndt, Darrough and Diewert

(1977) examined these three functional forms and concluded

that the trans log functional form is preferable on theoreti-
21cal and econometric grounds. Among the three functional

forms, we arbitrarily choose the translog cost function in

this study.

F. Translog Cost Function

The translog functional form is chosen to describe the

general cost function in (2-10) for several reasons. First, it

imposes no a priori restrictions on the values of the Allen

partial elasticities of substitution and the price elastici

ties of factor demand, the estimations of which are the pri-

mary purpose of this study. Second, the translog functional
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form is flexible in that it can be interpreted as a second

order approximation to any arbitrary, twice-differentiable

analytic function. In other words, the trans log functional

form can be viewed as a second order logarithmic Taylor

series expansion, where the point of expansion is the means

of data. Finally, the translog functional form is econome

trically desirable since it facilitates the derivation of

the factor share demand equations which are linear in para

meters and therefore relatively easy to estimate. In short,

the choice of the tr&nslog cost function is arbitrary, but

it is convenient and desirable for the estimation of Allen

partial elasticities of substitution which are not imposed

with any particular a priori restrictions on their values.

Here, we will introduce the translog cost function

first by rewriting the general cost function (2-10) in na

tural logarithms:

ln C* = G(lnY, lnP l, .... ,1nPn)
where Pi denotes price of ith input.

Then, using the Taylor series expansion to the second

term, we obtain a translog cost function for the second order

approximation to the logarithmic Taylor series expansion as

shown below:

lnC* = aO + a lnY + ~a.lnP. + 1/2ryy(lny)2y 1 1 1

+ ~r .1nYlnP. + 1/2~'r .. 1nP .1nP.T y1 1 '1.}- 1J 1 J
(2-22)
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where aO' ay, ai'

mined parameters,

This trans10g cost

tion structure.

r ., rand r.· are technologically deter-y i yy 1J

and r .. = r .. is the sYmmetry constraint.
1J J 1.

function represents nonhomothetic produc-

The linear homogeneity in input prices of general cost

function (2-10) is defined as the equation (2-23) below: 22

(2-23)

And this implies the following parametric restrictions on

the trans10g cost function (2-22):

~a. = 1;
1 1

0; and

(2-24)

With the assumption of competitive factor markets, input

prices may be considered given. Then, for a given level of

output, factor share demand equations subject to cost minimi

zation can be derived directly from the partial logarithmic

derivatives. Sufficient conditions for Shephard's Lemma,

ac*
~~- = Xi' are also met for this trans10g cost function,s»,

1

and this implies

ac*
= er.1

P.
__1._ =

C*

P.X.
1 1

c*
= M.

1
(2-25)
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where Mi denotes the factor share of ith input in total pro

duction cost. The set of factor share demand equations is

derived from partial logarithmic differentiation of trans10g

cost function (2-22) as follows:

M. :: a. + r . 1nY + [F. .1nP .
1 1 Y1 J 1J J

(2-26)

The set of estimating factor share demand equations, (2-26),

are linear in logarithms and have proper exogenous variables

on the right hand side if the analysis pertains to firms or

an industry.

The parametric restrictions (2-24) of linear homogeneity

in input prices clearly indicate that the system of equations

in (2-26) is singular. The parameter estimates of any single

factor share demand equation can be derived from the para

meter estimates of the remaining (n-1) equations, and these

parameter estimates are identical regardless of the equation

chosen to be deleted. Thus ,with the symmetry and linear

homogeneity in factor prices constraints imposed, a non-

singular set of factor share demand equations would be:

n-1
M. = a. + r .1nY + 1;r .. 1n(P./P )1 1 yl 1J J nJ-

i = 1, 2, .... ,n-1;

(2-27)

where the parameters of the arbitrary nth equation are deter

mined from the parameters of the remaining (n-1) equations.

The parameters, r i j, have little economic meaning of

their own. It will be shown that they are related to
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variable elasticities of substitution and of factor demand.

Under the translog cost function specification the Allen

partial elasticities of substitution are easier to determine.

Uzawa (1962) has derived these elasticity measures from the

general cost function (2-10) as:

A•.
1J

= C* a2C*
"P.dP.

1 J

C3P.
1

ac*
~P.

J
ac*

(2-28)

With the translog specification the Allen partial elastici

ties are determined as normalized elasticities which can be

stated in terms of the cost function parameters, r i j, and

appropriate cost shares as follows, using Uzawa's formula

tion: 23

r .. + M~ - M.
A•. = 11 1 1 i = 1, 2, .... ,n

11 M?
1 (2-29)

r .. + M.M.
A.. = 1J 1 J i =F j1J t1.M.

1 J

Two factor inputs are said to be substitutes if Allen partial

elasticities of substitution, A.. , are positive, while two
1J

factor inputs are complements if Allen partial elasticities

of substitution are negative. A priori, the own elasticities

of substitution should be negative, which will be ascertained

later by our empirical results.

The conventional price elasticity of demand for factor

input, E.. , is defined as the relative change in usage of
1J

factor input i due to a relative change in the price of input
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j holding output and the prices of all other inputs constant,

but allowing all factor input substitutions to occur.

E .. =
1J

ax.
1

oP.
J

a l nXi
~lnPj

(2-30)

Using Shephard's Lemma, the price elasticities of demand for

factor input can also be restated in terms of derivatives

of the translog cost function and the resultant cost shares

as follows:

r .. + M~ - M.
E .. = 11 1 1 'M.A .. i = 1, 2, .... ,n=11 M. 1 11

1

r .. + M.M. (2-31)
E.. = 1J 1 J M.A.. i :f j=

1J M. J 1J1

The price elasticities of factor demand differ f~om the

Allen partial elasticities of substitution in only one respect.

Price elasticities are sensitive to the ordering of the

factors, i.e., E.. :f E.. , whereas Allen partial elasticities
1J J 1

of substitution are not, i.e., A.. = A... Since the cost
1J J1

shares are positive, the price elasticities all have the same

signs as the corresponding Allen partial elasticities of sub

stitution, and thus the determination of factor inputs as

substitutes or complements remains the same. Also, it is

noted that the own price elasticity of demand should be

negative, which measures the effect on the relative change

in usage of an input due to a relative change in its own

price.
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G. Summary

A general production function was postulated to exist

for all manufacturing and each 2-digit industry subject to

the assumptions that (i) it is well-behaved; and (ii) it is

weakly separable in its applicable aggregate input components

which are used in our empirical model. Then, applying the

duality theory, which requires the additional conditions of

cost minimization and exogeneity of input prices, it is

assumed there exists a general dual cost function which

reflects the same production structure and the conditions

imposed thereon. So far, all of the conditions mentioned

are minimal in that they are either required in any econome

tric study or necessitated by data limitations.

The Allen partial elasticities of substitution and price

elasticities of factor demand were developed in terms of the

general dual cost function, based on the assumptions of the

cost minimization behavior and the exogeneity of input prices.

Followi~g the discussion on the choice of functional form,

the translog cost function was arbitrarily chosen as a flex

ible and general functional form, because of its several

desirable properties. It is flexible and reasonably easy

to estimate the functional parameters, and imposes no a

priori restrictions on the price and Allen partial elasti

cities, which are the main focus of this study.

In addition, using Shephard's Lemma and various para

metric restrictions implied by economic theory a non-singular
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set of factor share demand equations were derived from the

partial differentiation of the translog cost function.

Finally, the Allen partial elasticities of substitution and

the price elasticities of input demand were derived in terms

of the relevant cost shares and the parameters of translog

cost function.
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CHAPTER III

MODEL SPECIFICATION, ESTIMATION
PROCEDURES AND DATA

The purpose of this chapter is to detail all the pro

cedures necessary to implement the nonhomothetic translog

cost function model developed in Chapter II. This requires

the specification of our empirical model for statistical

estimation subject to data limitations, the choice of esti

mation procedures, the discussion of the test of null hypo

theses on the nonhomothetic translog specification, and the

description of statistical data to be utilized for each vari

able in the empirical model.

A. Specification of Empirical Model

In this study, we postulate more than two factors of

production. Instead of having the usual aggregate labor and

capital inputs, we take a modest step toward disaggregation

by dividing labor into two categories, namely, production

labor and nonproduction labor. Though it would be also de

sirable to disaggregate physical capital into at least two

categories, data limitations render this difficult. Here,

it is assumed that three primary factor inputs are used in

the production process; these factor inputs are (1) produc

tion labor, (2) nonproduction labor, and (3) capital.

We will employ the translog cost function for estimating

the Allen partial elasticities of substitution and the price

29
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elasticities of factor demand for overall manufacturing and

each of 2-digit industries in Korea analyzing cross-section

data, 1973 and 1978, respectively. This translog function

is a highly flexible and general functional form that imposes

no a priori restrictions on the Allen partial elasticities

of substitution between pairs of factor inputs. We also

postulate that the cost function parameters are the same for

sub-industries within the relevant industry group, but they

may differ across different industry groups.l

Now, we assume that there exists in the Korean manufac-

turing industries a twice-differentiable aggregate production

function relating the flow of gross output Y to the services

of three primary factor inputs; production labor (p), non

production labor (n), and capital (k). Corresponding to such

a production function, we postulate a trans log cost function

which can be interpreted as a second order approximation to

an arbitrary twice-differentiable analytic function.

We write this three-input cost function with symmetry

(r.o = r .. ) in the following form, which represents nonhomo
1J J1

thetic production technology:

InC = aO+ aylnY + aplnPp + anlnPn + aklnPk + 1/2ryy(lny)2

+ 1/2rpp(lnPp)
2 + rpnlnPplnPn + rpklnPplnPk

+ l/2r nn(lnPn)
2 + rnklnPnlnPk + l/2rkk(lnPk)2

+ r 1nYlnP + r 1nYlnP + r klnY1nPkyp p yn n y (3-1)
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where p denotes production labor, n refers to nonproduction

labor, and k is capital input. This translog cost function

model represents a nonhomothetic production structure which

does not impose any of the restrictions of homotheticity,

homogeneity and unitary elasticities of substitution (Cobb

Douglas type) on the production technology. These null

hypotheses will be statistically tested later.

Assuming competitive factor markets, we treat input

prices as exogenous. Given the level of output and input

prices, cost minimizing factor share demand equations are

derived. We logarithmically differentiate (3-1),

=
~C

ape
1

P.
1

C
= a. + \'r .. 1nP. + r .1nY

1 J 1J J y1 (3-2)

where j = p, n, k; and then, using Shephard's Lemma (2-11),

x. = ~~1 •
1

i = p, n, k (3-3)

Accordingly, we obtain the three factor share demand equa

tions as follows:

P P
Mp = ....E.:... = a + r lnP + r lnP + rpklnPk + ryplnYC p pp p pn n

P n
M =

n _
an + rpnlnPp + rnnlnPn + rnklnPk + rynlnYn c- -

Mk =
Pkk

a k + rpklnPp + rnklnPn + rkklnPk + ryklnYc- -
(3-4)
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Linear homogeneity of the cost function in factor prices

imposes the following parametric restrictions on both the

cost function (3-1) and the factor share demand equations

(3-4):

a p + an + ak = 1

r pp + r + r pk = 0pn

r pn + r + r nk = 0nn

r pk + r nk +.rkk = 0

r + r + r k = 0 (3-5)yp yn y

As mentioned earlier in the previous chapter, the system

of equations in (3-4) is singular in that the parameter esti

mates of any single equation can be derived from the parameter

estimates of the remaining two equations. The parameter esti

mates are identical regardless of the equation chosen to be

deleted, and thus, the M equation is arbitrarily deleted. 2
n

If we impose the above parametric. restrictions on the

cost function (3-1) and the remaining two factor share demand

equations in (3-4), i.e., Mk and Mp' and appropriately sub

stitute the parameters into these equations, we obtain a

complete non-singular set of estimating equations (3-6) with

the error terms appended which represent random errors in

cost minimizing behavior.
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2= aO + aylnY + 1/2ryy(lnY) + apln(Pp/Pn) +

l/2akln(Pk/Pn) + 1/2rpp[ln(pp/Pn)]2 +

l/2rkk[ln(Pk/Pn)]2 + rpkln(Pp/Pn)ln(Pk/Pn) +

Mp = a + r In(P IP ) + r kln(Pk/P ) + r y InY + up pp p n p n p p

where the remaining parameters, an' r yn' r pn' r nk, r nn, are

determined by the linear homogeneity constraints. A priori,

given that input prices are fixed and exogenous, it is rea

sonable to assume that the error terms (uc' up' uk) are

random and normally distributed within equations, although

error terms across equations are likely to be correlated

because random errors in the cost minimizing behavior should

affect all the cost shares. Thus, a constrained estimation

procedure is required to account for this cross-equation error

correlation as well as the cross-equation parametric equality.

This will be discussed in detail in the next section.

B. Method and Procedures of Estimation

It is feasible to estimate the parameters of translog

cost function (3-1) using ordinary least squares. This tech

nique may be certainly attractive from the point of view of

simplicity. However. it neglects the additional information
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contained in the factor share demand equations (3-4), which

are also estimable. Furthermore, even for a modest number

of factors of production, the translog cost function has a

large number of regressors which, aside from the terms in

volving output, do not vary greatly across observation units.

Hence, multicollinearity may be a problem, resulting in im

precise parameter estimates.

An alternative estimation procedure, followed by Berndt

and Wood (1975), may be to estimate the factor share demand

equations (3-4) as a multivariate regression system. This

procedure was satisfactory for their purposes, since they

assumed constant return to scale on the production structure

as a maintained hypothesis. 3 Thus, their factor share demand

equations included all the parameters of the cost function

except for the neutral shift intercept, and no economic in

formation was lost by not including the cost function in the

estimation procedure. This approach is, however, not satis

factory when constant return to scale is not imposed, and

particularly objectionable for our approach, in which a non

homothetic production structure is postulated.

We infer that the optimal procedure is to jointly esti

mate the cost function and the factor share demand equations

as a multivariate regression system. Inclusion of the factor

share demand equations in the estimation procedure has the

effect of adding many additional degrees of freedom without

adding any unrestricted regression coefficients .. A constrained
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regression technique is required to estimate our model to

account for the fact that error terms across equations for

corresponding observations are likely to be correlated in

addition to the constraints of cross-equation parametric

equality. Thus, Zellner's "seemingly unrelated regression"

approach is appropriate for obtaining asymtotically efficient

parameter estimates. 4 This will result in more efficient

parameter estimates than would be obtained by applying ordi

nary least squares to the cost function alone.

The choice of Zellner's technique is based primarily

on the study of Kmenta and Gilbert (1968) who investigated

the properties of the Zellner's technique for both small

samples of sizes 10 and 20 and large samples of size 100

under a variety of simulated conditions implementing Monte

Carlo experiments. S They conclude that Zellner's procedure

is preferable to either ordinary least squares or maximum

likelihood method. As they state,

... the results do, in general, favor Zellner's
two-stage Aitken estimator over the ordinary least
squares and the maximum likelihood estimator. The
ordinary least squares estimator is, for the most
part, less efficient than the two-stage Aitken
estimator. This appears to be true not only asym
totically but also in small samples. Further, the
two-stage Aitken estimator does as well as the
maximum likelihood estimator on average, even
when the model is substantially misspecified. 6

In small samples, the only case in which ordinary least squares

was preferable to the Zellner's technique was one when there

was no error correlation across equations. The only case in
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which a maximum likelihood procedure was preferable to the

Zellner's technique occurred when the cross-equation error

correlation was high and the correlation of the explanatory

variables was very low. In practical applications, Kmenta

and Gilbert found the differences in the Zellner estimates

and the maximum likelihood estimates to be quite small.

Since the factor share demand equations are derived by

differentiation, they do not contain the disturbance term

from the cost function. We assume that the disturbances have

a joint normal distribution. Following Zellner (1962), we

allow nonzero correlation for a particular observation but

impose zero correlations across observations. However, his

proposed estimation procedure is not operational for our

model. The estimated disturbance covariance matrix required

to implement Zellner's procedure is singular because the

disturbance on the factor share demand equations must sum

to zero for each observation. Zellner's procedure can be

made operational by deleting one of the factor share demand

equations from the system. However, the estimates so obtained

may not be invariant to which equation is deleted.

Barten (1969) has shown that maximum likelihood estimates

of a system of share equations with one equation deleted are

invariant to which equation is dropped. 7 In this connection,

our estimation procedure will be the extension of his result

to our multivariate system which includes the cost function

with the factor share demand equations. Besides Kmenta and
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Gilbert, Dhrymes (1970) has also shown that iteration of

Zellner's estimation procedure until convergence results in

maximum likelihood estimates. 8 We will employ the iteration

of Zellner's procedure for estimating our empirical model,

since it is a computationally efficient method for obtaining

maximum likelihood estimates.

In addition, given that the parameters in our multi

variate system (3-6) are estimated, with the Mn equation

arbitrarily deleted, the values of the parameters not included

in the estimating equations can be computed by using the

adding-up parametric restrictions in (3-5). However, this

does not provide direct estimates of the asymtotic standard

errors for all parameters, so an alternative procedure is

used in which an additional combination of the factor share

demand equations (with M equation arbitrarily deleted thisp

time) are estimated with the cost function. The only advan-

tage of this procedure is to obtain the direct estimates of

the asymptotic standard errors for all parameters.

C. Test of Null Hypotheses on Nonhomothetic Translog

Specification

As previously mentioned, our empirical model represents

a nonhomothetic production structure. This translog specifi

cation does not constrain the structure of production to be

homothetic or homogeneous, nor does it impose restrictions

on the elasticities of substitution. However, this specifi-

cation is convenient in that the alternative specification
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of null hypotheses can be statistically tested by imposing

the relevant parametric restrictions on it.

A cost function corresponds to a homothetic production

structure if and only if the cost function can be written

as a separable function in output and factor prices. A homo

thetic production structure is further restricted to be homo-

geneous if and only if the elasticity of cost with respect

to output is constant. 9 The Allen partial elasticities of

substitution can all be restricted to unity by eliminating

the second-order terms in factor prices from the trans log

cost function. The homotheticity and other restrictions for

the translog cost function are summed up in the following:

r . = 0 Homothetic restrictionsy r

r . = 0; r = 0 Homogeneous restrictionsy1 yy

r .. = 0 Unitary elasticities of1J substitution restrictions

(3-7)

(3-8)

(3-9)

We will perform the joint F-test of our nonhomothetic

model for the null hypotheses of four alternative specifi

cations. As shown in the table 3.1, we consider four alter-

native models in addition to the nonhomothetic Model I.

Model II imposes homotheticity, and Model III imposes homo

geneity. Models III and 111 1 correspond to Models II and

III. respectively, with unitary elasticities of substitution

imposed in each case. The test statistic is, then, the

weighted change in the residual sum of squares (restricted
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minus unrestricted) divided by the weighted unrestricted

residual sum of squares accounting for degrees of freedom as

appropriate. The calculated test statistic is asymtotically

distributed as F(vl,v2) , where vI is the number of restric

tions and v2 is the number of residual degrees of freedom.

In addition, we will ascertain the estimated elasticity

measures in view of a priori expectations. There are no a

priori expectations for the signs of the estimated parameters

in the system of estimating equations. However, the own

price and Allen elasticities are expected to be negative

based on our a priori expectations.

Table 3.1

Models for Alternative Specifications

Models Production Structures Restrictions

Model I Nonhomotheticity

Model II Homotheticity t .=0Y1
Model III Homogeneity tyi=O, r =0yy
Model II' Homotheticity and Unitary tyi=O, r ..=0

Elasticities of Substitution 1J

Model III' Homogeneity and Unitary Elas- tyi=O, r =0yy
ticities of Substitution r ..=01J

If one or more of the A.. are significantly positive,
11

then our translog specification is questionable. Furthermore,
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if all Ai j = 1, i + j, then that implies a Cobb-Douglas

specification. If all A.. = 0, i + j, then that implies the
1J

Leontief fixed proportions specification. And finally, if

all Ai j = k, i + j, then that implies a CES specification.

The price and Allen elasticities are computed by cost

shares and estimated parameters using the formulas in (2-29)

and (2-31). Clearly, these elasticities vary over the sample

as the cost shares vary. However, only the elasticities at

the means of the data are reported in this study. The asso

ciated standard errors for the elasticities are calculated

using the same formulas, since they are functions of the

standard errors of relevant parameters and the corresponding

cost shares.

D. The Data

In this study, statistical data from Report on Mining

and Manufacturing Census of Korea will primarily be used for

the cross-sectional analysis of the demand for factor inputs

for total manufacturing and each of 2-digit manufacturing

industries in Korea. The years 1973 and 1978 are the most

recent years of the mining and manufacturing census survey,

which is statutorily conducted every five years by the

National Bureau of Statistics, Economic Planning Board of

the Government of Republic of Korea. This census covers

all the establishments that are operating with five or more

workers engaged as of the end of the corresponding years.
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Each of the 2-digit industries is divided up to 5-digit

subindustries by the industry number. We will use these

subindustries as the observation units for the present study,

assuming that the cost function parameters are the same for

subindustries within a 2-digit industry, but may differ

across different industries. The data is available for

(1) number of establishments; (2) number of workers,lO

(3) number of employees, production workers and nonproduc

tion workers, (4) employees' remunerations,ll (5) value

added, (6) direct production cost,12 (7) gross output,13

(8) value of shipments, (9) fixed capital stock which is

broken down into land, buildings and structures, machinery

and equipment, tools and furniture, and vehicles and trans-

port equipment, (10) average hours worked per employee for

each 2-digit industry. What follows provid$ a brief des

cription of the data to be utilized for each variable in

our empirical model:

1. Output(Y): Gross output will be employed to proxy

the quantity of output, with data utilized from

the Report on Mining and Manufacturing Census.

Unless otherwise mentioned hereafter, all data

are available from this source.

2. Capital Inputs: It is assumed that capital service

flows are proportional to the capital stocks. Thus,

the amount of fixed capital stock (net of land) will

proxy the corresponding capital service flows.
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3. Labor Inputs: We will calculate the amount of

labor services in terms of manhours, combining the

data on number of workers for each observation unit

and the average hours worked per employee by 2-digit

industry. The average hours worked per employee is

available from Report on Monthly Labor Survey pub

lished by the Ministry of Labor. Since the workers

include working proprietors and unpaid family workers

as well as employees, we here assume not only that

the working proprietors and unpaid family workers

work the same average bours as the employees, but

also that the average hours worked per employee is

the same for subindustries within a 2-digit industry

but may differ across different industries. We

include working proprietors and unpaid family

workers in the category of nonproduction workers

who are defined as those engaged in the administra

tive and other nonproduction activities.

4. Prices of Factor Inputs

A) Prices of Labor Input: Since data on number

of production workers and nonproduction workers,

employees' remunerations for each category of

workers, and average hours worked per employee

are readily available, we will be able to

construct the effective hourly money wage rate,

based on the assumption as postulated to
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calculate the amount of labor input in the

previous paragraph. Prices of labor input

are computed by dividing total remunerations

for each category of workers by corresponding

total manhours.

B) Prices of Capital Input: The inadequacy of

available data precludes us from following

the procedures outlined by Christensen and

Jorgenson (1969). We will use the familiar

concept of value added which has been employed

by the national income accountants as a device

for allocating the origins of national income

to the services of the primary inputs, capital

and labor. Nominal value added, PvV, is com

posed of labor share and capital share,

where V is real value added and Pv is the price

deflator of value added. Several economists

employ the definition of value added to con

struct the price data of capital services espe

cially for the purpose of analyzing cross-section

data. 14 Virtually all empirical studies of

investment demand and capital-labor substitu

tability have assumed a value added specifica

tion of technology. Thus, the capital service



prices data are constructed as value added

minus total labor compensation divided by the

amount of fixed capital stock.
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CHAPTER III---NOTES

1Humphrey and Moroney (1975) have made this assumption
in their study of American manufacturing industries.

2To avoid the problems created by singularity of the
contemporaneous covariance matrix, we delete one of the fac
tor share demand equations before carrying out the Zellner's
iteration procedure of "seemingly unrelated regressions."
The resulting estimates are asymptotically equivalent to
maximum likelihood estimates, as well as invariant to which
equation is deleted.

3See Berndt, Ernst R., and David O. Wood, 1975, "Tech-
nology, Prices, and the Derived Demand for Energy," Review
of Economics and Statistics, vol. 57, no. 3 (August), pp.
259-268.

4See Zellner, Arnold, 1962, "An Efficient Method of
Estimating Seemingly Unrelated Regressions and Tests for
Aggregation Bias," Journal of American Statistical Associa
tion, vol. 57, no. 298 (June), pp. 348-368.

5See Kmenta, Jan, and Roy F. Gilbert, 1968, "Small
Sample Properties of Alternative Estimators of Seemingly
Unrel?ted Regressions," Journal of American Statistical
Association, vol. 63, no. 324 (December), pp. 1180-1200.

6· b· d 1199.!...2:-..., p. .

7See Barten, A. P., 1969, "Maximum Likelihood Estimation
of a Complete System of Demand Equations," European. Economic
Review, vol. 1, no. 1 (Fall), p. 16.

8Dhrymes, Phoebus J., 1969, "Equivalence of Iterative
Aitken and Maximum Likelihood Estimates for a System of
Regression Equations," Unpublished, University of Pennsyi
vania.

9See Diewert, 1974, for formal statements and deriva
tions of the restrictions for homotheticity and homogeneity.
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lOTotal workers cover working proprietors, unpaid family
workers and employees (production and nonproduction workers).

llTotal employees' remunerations are divided into those
for production workers and nonproduction workers.

12D· duc t i h· d i bos e dlrect pro uct~on cost ere ~n lcates t ose ~nterme-

diate input costs covering raw materials, fuels, electricity
purchased, water purchased, contract work, and repair and
maintenance.

l3Gross output is defined as the sum of value added and
direct production cost.

l4For one, Kwon and Williams (1982) follow this method
for the calculation of price data of capital services for
each observation unit in their cross-section analysis apply
ing the translog cost function. Also, Kwon recommended in
correspondence with the author that this is a useful one in
cross-section studies.



CHAPTER IV

THE EMPIRICAL RESULTS

This chapter presents the results of estimating the

translog cost function model for overall manufacturing and

2-digit manufacturing industries of Korea in 1973 and 1978.

Among the empirical results of interest to be discussed are

(1) the test of null hypotheses for alternative specifica

tion of production technology on the nonhomothetic translog

cost function model, (2) the Allen partial elasticities of

substitution between pairs of three primary factor inputs;

production labor, nonproduction labor and capital input, and

(3) the own price elasticities of demand for each of the

three factor inputs.

A. Empirical Results for All Manufacturing

The translog cost function model in (3-6) was estimated

for overall manufacturing, respectively, for 1973 and 1978

cross-section data. As mentioned previously, the specifica

tion of our empirical model does not restrict the production

structure to be homothetic or homegeneous, nor does it con

strain the Allen partial elasticities of substitution. We

performed the joint F-test on the nonhomothetic model against

the null hypotheses corresponding to four alternative speci

fications of production technology; (i) homotheticity (Model

II), (ii) homogeneity (Model III), (iii) homotheticity and

47
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unitary elasticities of substitution (Model II'), and Civ)

homogeneity and unitary elasticities of substitution (Model

III').

The test results are shown for both cross-section data

in Table 4.1. The calculated F-values for each null hypo

thesis that our nonhomothetic model can be actually reduced

to the corresponding alternative specification of production

technology ranges from 19.5 to 86.5, far exceeding the criti

cal values at .01 significance level, which account for the

appropriate degrees of freedom. l It is evident that all of

the null hypotheses are rejected at any reasonable confidence

interval. The very high test statistics strongly imply that

the preferred model is actually nonhomothetic.

The comparison of the test results from both cross-section

data sets indicates also that, basically, there has not been

any noticeable structural change in the technology of produc

tion in Korean overall manufacturing industry during the period

under review. It is inappropriate to adequately describe the

features of technology of Korean manufacturing as a whole

with the homothetic, homogeneous or Cobb-Douglas production

functions.

In Table 4.2, the estimated parameters and standard

errors of the preferred nonhomothetic model are reported

for 1973 and 1978 data. Almost all the parameter estimates

in our system of estimating equations are significantly dif

ferent from zero in both cross-section data. Only one
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Table 4.1

F-Test of Nonhomothetic Model for Alternative

Specifications for All Manufacturing

Degree of
Freedom Calculated Critical Significance

Hypotheses d£t d£2 F-Va1ue F-Va1ue Level Remarks

1973 Data

(HT) 2 738 28.911 4.66 .01 Rejected

(HG) 3 738 19.525 3.83 .01 Rejected

(HT-UE) 5 738 83.678 3.06 .01 Rejected

(HG-UE) 6 738 69.909 2.85 .01 Rejected

1978 Data

(HT) 2 1050 86.489 4.62 .01 Rejected

(HG) 3 1050 58.864 3.80 .01 Rejected

(HT-UE) 5 1050 60.599 3.04 .01 Rejected

(HG-UE) 6 1050 51.244 2.82 .01 Rejected

Note: We denote the homothetic restriction by (HT); homogeneity
restriction by (HG)j homotheticity and unitary elasticity
of substitution by (HT-UE); and homogeneity and unitary
elasticity of substitution by (HG-UE).



Table 4.2

Parameter Estimates for Trans10g Cost Function,
Overall Manufacturing

Parameters 1973 1978

ak -.24185 -.18591
(.095282) (.073001)

ap .91226 .76825
(.078392) ( .067758)

a .32959 .41766n (.038421) (.027641)

r yk .033507 .033729
(.004408) (.003100)

r yp -.025173 -.021016
(.003631) (.002873)

r yn -.008334 -.012714
(.001771) (.001163)

r kk .090978 .037156
(.006648) (.007368)

r pp .057660 .024708
(.007937) (.008351)

r .043040 .047808nn (.006262) ( .006785)

r kp -.052799 -.007028
(.005604) (.006445)

r kn -.038179 -.030128
(.002567) (.003003)

r pn -.004861 -.017680
(.006313) (.006387)

Number of 249 353
observations

Note: The numbers in parentheses represent asympototic stan-
dard errors.
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parameter estimate (r ) is statistically insignificant atpn
.95 confidence interval in 1973, while all the parameter

estimates except one (r kp) are significant in 1978.

The estimated Allen elasticities of substitution and

price elasticities of input demand are illustrated for the

preferred nonhomothetic trans log cost function in Tables 4.3

and 4.4 respectively. Let's examine the results of estimated

elasticities for 1973 first. All the estimates for Allen

elasticities of substitution and price elasticities of input

demand are statistically significant at any reasonable confi

dence interval. Moreover, all the own price elasticities

(E .. ) and Allen elasticities of substitution (A .. ) are sig-
11 11

nificantly negative as expected. The diversity of Allen

partial elasticities of substitution also implies a rejection

of the Cobb-Douglas, fixed proportions, and CES specifica-

tions.

As the results show, the Allen partial elasticities of .

substitution have all positive signs. This implies that each

factor input is a substitute for all the other factor in-

puts. Consequently, changes in relative prices of one factor

will cause the substitution toward all the other inputs.

The Allen partial elasticity of substitution between produc

tion labor and nonproduction labor is the highest (Apn = .81)

but less than one. The elasticity of substitution between

production labor and capital (Akp = .67) is greater than the

corresponding elasticity between nonproduction labor and

capital (Akn = .43). This is to say that an increase in the
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Table 4.3

Estimates for Allen Elasticities of Substitution,
Overall Manufacturing

Elasticities 1973 1978

Akk -.317562 -.465812
(.015578) (.017834)

App -2.133861 -2.618848
(.133804) (.134792)

Ann -4.649166 -4.157222
(.588310) (.571832)

Akp .668153 .956071
(.035224) ( .040285)

Akn .433537 .567328
(.038079) ( .043129)

Apn .806543 .344299
(.251229) (.236892)

Note: The numbers in parentheses indicate asymptotic stan
dard errors.



Table 4.4

Estimates for Price Elasticities of Input Demand,
Overall Manufacturing

Elasticities 1973 1978

Ekk -.207456 -.299415
(.010176) (.011463)

Epp -.519702 -.651831
(.032588) (.033550)

Enn -.479654 -.450352
(.060696) ( .062629)

Ekp .162729 .237966
(.008579) ( .010027)

Epk .436491 .614543
(.023011) (.258943)

Ekn .044728 .061459
(.003929) (.004672)

Enk .283221 .364667
(.024876) (.027723)

E .083211 .037298pn (.025919) (.025663)

Enp .196434 .085696
(.061187) (.058962)

Note: The numbers in parentheses show asymptotic standard
errors.
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relative prices of capital has greater effect on the quantity

of production labor used than the quantity of nonproduction

labor.

The transformation from Ai j to Ei j is sign preserving,

and therefore the general relations of substitutes or comple

ments between inputs identified from the Allen partial elas

ticities of substitution remain the same. The cross price

elasticity of demand for labor input given a change in the

price of capital is lower for nonproduction labor (Enk = .28)

than for production labor (Epk = .44). The cross price

elasticity of demand for capital given the change in the

price of nonproduction labor is the lowest (Ekn = .045)

among all the corresponding elasticities of input demand.

The own price elasticity of demand for a factor input

measures the relative change in the quantity of the factor

input demanded due to a relative change in its own price.

We find that the factor share demand functions are downward

sloping, all showing the negative signs of Ei i . The estimated

own price elasticity of demand is higher for production labor

(Epp =~52) than for nonproduction labor (Enn = -.48), while

that for capital input (Ekk = -.21) is the lowest.

Now let's turn to discuss the results of estimated elas-

ticities for 1978 data. All the estimated Allen elasticities

and price elasticities are statistically significant except

three (A ,E and E ). As expected, the own price elas-pn pn np
ticities (Ei i) and Allen elasticities of substitution (Ai i)
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are all significantly negative. The estimated Allen partial

elasticities of substitution are consistent with those for

1973 in that each factor input is a substitute for the other

factor inputs. The elasticity of substitution between pro

duction labor and capital (Akp = .96) is also higher than

that between nonproduction labor and capital (Akn = .58).

When compared to those in 1973, capital input became

more substitutable with both production and nonproduction

workers. The estimated Akp was increased by .29, whereas

Akn registered an increase of .13 during the period under

review. Contrary to the results in 1973, production and non

production labor became the lowest substitutes with the

corresponding elasticity (Apn) which substantially decreased

from .81 in 1973 to .34 in 1978, though the latter estimate

is statistically insignificant.

The estimated own price elasticities show that produc

tion labor and capital become more responsive to their own

prices than 1973. The production labor is also more own price

elastic (Epp = -.65) than nonproduction labor (Enn = -.45)

and capital (Ekk = -.30). Capital is also calculated to be

the least elastic input to its own prices. The cross price

elasticity of demand for labor input due to a change in the

relative prices of capital is also estimated to be lower for

nonproduction labor (Enk = .36) than for production labor

(Epk = .61), although both cross price elasticities increased

over time.
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In summarizing the above results of all manufacturing

for both cross-section data sets, we have observed two inter-

esting results. We allow the approximation of occupation

that nonproduction labor (white collar workers) is embodied

with more human capital than production labor (blue collar

workers.) The first result is that labor with a greater

amount of human capital, although approximated by the occu

pation, is less easily substitutable for physical capital.

The second interesting result appears from the estimated

own price elasticities. As labor acquires more human capital

as approximated by occupation, the deirved demand for labor

becomes less elastic with respect to its own prices. As our

results show, lEnn l<IEpp I· It is a tenet of the theory of

human capital that as a worker accumulates human capital spe

cific to his occupation, both the employer and the worker have

an increased incentive to continue his employment regardless of

possible minor wage fluctuations. 2 This implies that the de

mand for labor having much specific human capital will be less

wage elastic than will the demand for labor with less specific

human capital. The disaggregation of labor by occupation in

our model may provide the best approximation for human capi tal

ownership. For example, white collar professionals require a

great deal of speci fie training, compared to blue collar workers.

B. Empirical Results for 2-Digit Industries

In this section we present the empirical results for

2-digit manufacturing industries using both 1973 and 1978
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cross-section data. To facilitate the exposition, each of

2-digit industries is given a short title as indicated in

Table 4.5. Hereafter, specific reference to each of the

industries is made by the short title only.

The nonhomothetic translog cost function model in (3-6)

was tested against the null hypotheses corresponding to four

alternative specifications of production structure. The test

results are provided in Tables 4.12 through 4.19. As results

show, all of the hypotheses are rejected at .05 significance

level for each industry in 1973. However, the nonhomothetic

model did not converge in the case of basic metals industry

(37), in performing the Zellner's iteration procedure. The

test statistics reported for this industry are those from

the Model II (homothetic model). We can tell that in 1973

the homothetic trans log function model is the most preferred

one for this industry that we can obtain, since the other

null hypotheses are rejected.

As for the test results of the 1978 cross-section, all

of the null hypotheses are rejected for all the 2-digit in

dustries except the paper industry (34). In the paper indus

try, none of the null hypotheses can be rejected at .05

significance level. This implies that this industry is

representing the production structure of Model III' which

is characterized by the homogeneity and the unitary elastici

ties of substitution. However, we will use the parameter

estimates of Model III (homogeneous model) purely for the
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Table 4.5

2-Digit Manufacturing Industries and Their
Associated Short Titles

SIC
Code

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

SIC
Industry

Food, Beverages and Tobacco

Textile, Wearing Apparel and Leather

Wood and Wood Products including
Furniture

Paper and Paper Products; Printing
and Publishing

Chemicals and Petroleum, Coal,
Rubber and Plastic Products

Non-metallic Mineral Products,
except Petroleum and Plastic Products

Basic Metal Industries

Fabricated Metal Products,
Machinery and Equipment

Short
Title

Food

Textile

Wood

Paper

Chemicals

Non-metallic
Minerals

Basic Metals

Machinery
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estimation purpose of elasticities in this industry. Thus,

the nonhomothetic model is preferred for seven out of the

eight 2-digit industries. To sum, the Cobb-Douglas functional

form is not an appropriate production or cost function spe

cification for 2-digit industries, as was the case for over

all manufacturing.

In the following discussion, we will start with the

review of the estimated results for 1973 cross-section data.

The parameter estimates and their standard errors of the

preferred trans log cost functions for 2-digit industries in

1973 are reported in Table 4.6. Almost all the parameter

estimates of the cost function are significantly different

from zero in each 2-digit industry except two industries;

the paper (34) and the basic metals (37) industries. Out

of six r .. parameter estimates, only three estimates are sta
1J

tistically significant.at .95 confidence interval in either

paper (34) or basic metals industry (37). This is not a

"bad" result because r i j = 0, when i =J: j, implies the elas

ticity of substitution is equal to the Cobb-Douglas value

of 1. However, our test results previously discussed indi

cate that none of the 2-digit industries is consistent with

the Cobb-Douglas production structure. In addition, it

should be noted here that the degrees of freedom are calcu

lated as 3 times the actual number of observations minus the

number of unrestricted regression parameters, since the same

data are stacked up 3 times to jointly estimate the cost



Table 4.6

Parameter Estimates for Trans10g Cost Function,
2-Digit Manufacturing Industries, 1973

60

Parameter

r yn

r nn

r pn

Industry
(31)

-.13182
(.17223)

.76596
(.12664)

.36586
(.06662)

.030436
(.007786)

-.021741
(.005727)

-.008695
(.003015)

.10306
(.013519)

.045235
(.011076)

.030133
(.007761)

-.059082
(.009866)

-.043981
(.005148)

.013847
(.00823)

(32)

-.76456
(.23855)

1. 30280
( .18592)

.46174
(.076653)

.051154
(.010693)

-.036567
(.008339)

-.014587
(.003433)

.10864
(.017422)

.075701
(.01477)

.005483
(.007969)

-.08943
(.013642)

-.019212
(.005683)

.013729
(.009342)

(33)

-.22079
(.13499)

.81480
( .15129)

.40598
(.096527)

.025150
( .006144)

-.016638
(.006950)

-.008514
(.004459)

.16718
( .014317)

.089086
(.010819)

.074865
(.008717)

-.090699
(.010924)

-.076478
(.004525)

.001613
(.008883)

(34)

.062704
(.32255)

.86438
(.21970)

.072912
(.20749)

.017194
( .015251)

-.025933
(.010297)

.008739
(.009691)

.15002
( .034687)

-.003063
(.020313)

.088337
(.018818)

-.029312
(.019887)

-.12071
(.020182)

.032373
(.018930)

Number of
observations 41 38 10 20

Note: 1) The numbers in parentheses indicate asymptotic standard
errors.

2)*The parameter estimates for homothetic trans10g cost func
tion are illustrated for the Basic Metals Industry (37),
since Zellner's iteration was not done for the nonhomo
thetic model.



Table 4.6 (continued)

Parameter Estimates for Trans10g Cost Function,
2-Digit Manufacturing Industries, 1973

Industry

61

Parameter

a p

a n

r yp

r yn

r pp

r nn

r pn

(35)

-.21670
(.22879)

.91412
(.19271)

.30258
(.070966)

.034842
(.010688)

-.026461
(.009016)

-.008380
(.003281)

.088341
(.018764)

.087462
(.018937)

.064639
(.015163)

-.055582
( .016181)

-.032759
(.005879)

-.031880
(.014080)

(36)

-.51677
(.43920)

1. 22065
(.29363)

.29612
(.17331)

.042673
(.020763)

-.037584
(.013914)

-.005089
(.008160)

.138537
(.017532)

.063482
(.018919)

.034795
(.016827)

-.083612
(.013220)

-.054925
(.006409)

.020130
(.016219)

(37)*

.86461
(.048066)

.10105
(.034074)

.03434
(.017297)

-.029109
(.024334)

.003257
(.013416)

.032366
(.001304)

.034959
(.015561)

.00585
(.009144)

-.038216
(.010447)

(38)

.071153
(.17610)

.66571
(.14909)

.26314
(.059667)

.018996
(.008173)

-.011286
( .006947)

-.007710
(.002792)

.079513
(.007754)

.11158
(.011706)

.089696
(.009801)

-.050697
(.006940)

-.028815
(.002842)

-.060881
(.009877)

Number of
observations 42 23 8 66

Note: 1) The numbers of parentheses indicate asymptotic standard
errors.

2)*The parameter estimates for homothetic trans10g cost func
tion are illustrated for the Basic Metals Industry (37),
since Zellner's iteration was not done for the nonhomo
thetic model.
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function and the two factor share demand equations. The

number of unrestricted regression coefficients is 9 in the

nonhomothetic model and 7 in the homothetic model. For

example, the degree of freedom is calculated to be 17 for the

preferred homothetic model of the basic metals industry (37),

which has 8 actual observations.

The estimates for Allen elasticities of substitution

and price elasticities of input demand in 1973 are reported

in Tables 4.7 and 4.8 respectively. Almost all the elasti

city estimates are significantly different from zero at .95

confidence interval in any 2-digit industry. The own price

and Allen elasticities have the correct negative signs, which

ascertain our a priori expectations. Further, the diversity

of Allen partial elasticities of substitution also casts

doubt on Cobb-Douglas, fixed proportions, or CES specifica

tions.

The review of estimated elasticities of substitution

in 2-digit industry classification in 1973 shows little

difference in outcomes from those in all manufacturing. In

all the industries, production labor and capital are substi

tutes, with the Allen partial elasticity of substitution

(Akp) ranging from .45 to 1.31. Nonproduction labor and

capital are complements in only two industries, namely, the

wood (Akn = -.16) and the paper (Akn = -.35) industries; the

estimated Akn is insignificant in the latter industry. In

the meantime, production labor and nonproduction labor are



Table 4.7 63

Estimates for Allen Elasticities of Substitution,
2-Digit Manufacturing Industries, 1973

Industry
Elasticities (31) (32) (33) (34)

Akk -.1459 -.4014 -.1597 -.2974
(.0238) (.0518) (.0355) (.1080)

App -3.6010 -1.3798 -1.5236 -2.6651
(.4722) (.1432) (.1588) ( . 2669)

Ann -6.2458 -8.5445 -1.6753 -1. 7877
(.8864) (.8136) (.8128) (.7599)

Akp .4879 .5198 .4532 .8125
(.0855) (.0733) (.0659) ( .1272)

Akn .3761 .6653 -.1623 -.3534
(.0730) (.0990) (.0688) (.2263)

Apn 1.9663 1. 4319 1. 0597 1. 7457
(.5743) (.2939) (.3286) (.4360)

Industry
Elasticities (35) (36) (37) (38)

Akk -.2281 -.2705 -.2817 -.4012
(.0369) (.0475) (.0372) (.0200)

App -1.8368 -1.7648 -5.8935 -1.1633
(.5160) (.2421) (.6679) ( .1559)

A -2.3617 -5.1310 -6.0454 -.2842nn (1.6822) (1.3229) (.5229) (.9160)

Akp .5934 .5078 1.3051 .7028
(.1184) (.0778) (.1358) (.0407)

Akn .5164 .1985 1.1449 .5525
(.0868) (.0935) (.2266) (.1003)

Apn -.7527 1. 6385 -4.4003 -1.1478
(.7741) (.5144) (1.4763) (.3484)

Note: The numbers in parentheses represent asymptotic
standard errors.



Table 4.8

Estimates for Price Elasticities of Input Demand,
2-Digit Manufacturing Induatries, 1973

Industry

Elasticities (31) (32) (33) (34)

Ekk -.1099 -.2328 -.1015 -.1685
(.0179) (.0300) (.0225) ( .0612)

E -.5515 -.4431 -.3977 -.7352pp (.0723) (.0460) (.0414) (.0736)

E -.5844 -.8456 -.1735 -.2813nn (.0829) (.0805) (.0842) (.1196)

Ekp .0747 .1669 .1183 .2242
(.0131) (.0235) (.0172) (.0351)

Epk .3675 .3014 .2879 .4605
(.0644) (.0425) (.0419) (.0721)

Ekn .0352 .0658 -.0168 -.0556
(.0068) (.0098) (.0071) (.0356)

Enk .2833 .3858 -.1031 -.2003
(.0550) (.0574) (.0437) (.1282)

E .1840 .1417 .1097 .2747pn (.0537) (.0291) (.0340) (.0686)

E .3011 .4599 .2766 .4816np (.0880) (.0944) (.0858) (.1203)

Note: The numbers in parentheses represent asymptotic
standard errors.
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Table 4.8 (continued)

Estimates for Price Elasticities of Input Demand,
2-Digit Manufacturing Industries, 1973

65

Industry
Elasticities (35) (36) (37) (38)

Ekk -.1627 -.1644 -.2277 -.2498
(.0263) (.0289) (.0301) ( .0125)

Epp -.3519 -.4934 -.8353 -.3188
(.0988) (.0677) (.0947) (.0427)

Enn -.2242 -.5787 -.3018 -.0294
( .1597) (.1492) (.0261) (.0948)

Ekp .1137 .1420 .1850 .1926
(.0227) (.0218) (.0193) (.0111)

Epk .4233 .3086 1. 0550 .4375
(.0845) (.0473) ( .1098) (.0253)

Ekn .0490 .0224 .0572 .0572
(.0082) (.0105) (.0113) (.0104)

Enk .3684 .1206 .9255 .3439
(.0619) (.0568) (.1831) (.0275)

Epn -.0715 .1848 .2197 -.1187
(.0735) (.0580) (.0737) (.0360)

Enp -.1442 .4580 .6237 - .3145
(.1483) ( .1438) (.2092) (.0955)

Note: The numbers in parentheses represent asymptotic standard
errors.
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estimated to be substitutable except in three industries;

chemical (Apn = -.75), basic metals (Apn = -4.40), and

machinery (Apn = -1.15). The estimate for Apn is signifi

cant except for the chemicals industry (35). The fact that

conforms to the results of overall manufacturing is that

capital is more easily substitutable with production labor

than with nonproduction labor in all the industries except

for the textile industry (32).

The estimated own price elasticities also indicate that

capital is the least elastic with respect to its own price

in each industry. Production labor is more responsive to

its own prices than nonproduction in five industries. In

the meantime, nonproduction labor is more own price elastic

than production labor in the remaining three industries;

food (31), teKtile (32), and non-metallic minerals (36) in-

dustries. The estimated cross price elasticity of demand

for labor input due to a change in the prices of capital is

also lower for nonproduction labor than for production labor,

except for the textile industry (32).

Now, let us turn to examine the results for 1978 cross-

section data. The estimated parameters and their standard

errors for the preferred trans10g cost function model are

reported for2-digit industries in Table 4.9, while the asso

ciated Allen and price elasticities are illustrated in

Tables 4.10 and 4.11 respectively. Since homogeneity cannot

be rejected for the paper industry (34), the homogeneous



Table 4.9

Parameter Estimates for Trans10g Cost Function,
2-Digit Manufacturing Industries, 1978

Industry

67

Parameter

r nn

(31)

-.52418
(.20857)

.94300
(.15717)

.58119
(.10371)

.046842
(.008934)

-.027810
(.006702)

-.019032
(.004355)

.086046
(.014417)

.062959
(.013910)

.008525
(.014979)

-.070240
(.010815)

-.015806
(.007080)

.007281
(.012976)

(32)

-.11002
(.17172)

.78248
(.14605)

.32754
(.070046)

.025296
(.007333)

-.016909
(.006267)

-.008387
(.002980)

.095824
(.017431)

.054~37

(.017084)

.048982
( .010578)

-.050590
(.015442)

-.045235
(.004765)

-.003747
(.010513)

(33)

-.10902
(.24506)

.73411
(.21751)

.37491
(.06435)

.021556
(.010174)

-.013322
(.008864)

-.008234
(.002690)

.15006
(.047459)

.063837
(.047509)

.053876
(.010302)

-.080011
(.044103)

-.070051
(.011024)

.016174
(.012179)

(34)*

.66423
(.04654)

.17753
(.046546)

.15824
(.028007)

-.049200
(.027023)

-.11859
(.046961)

-.11832
( .051442)

.024733
(.026752)

.024468
(.019430)

.093852
(.044005)

Number of
observations 42 56 19 25

Note: 1) The numbers in parentheses represent asymptotic stan
dard errors.

2)*The parameter estimates for homogeneous trans10g cost
function are reported for the Paper Industry (34),
since the null hypotheses of homotheticity and homo
geneity cannot be rejected at .05 significance level.



Table 4.9 (continued)

Parameter Estimates for Translog Cost Function,
2-Digit Manufacturing Industries, 1978

Industry

68

Parameter

r yp

r yn

r pp

r nn

r pn

(35)

.26137
(.17273)

.35891
(.15299)

.37972
(.05893)

.020966
(.007132)

.008832
(.006302)

-.012134
(.002398)

-.035670
(.016976)

-.021302
(.019718)

-.004940
(.016483)

.026016
(.014807)

.009654
(.006471)

-.004714
(.015574)

(36)

.11767
(.28782)

,.51758
(.27700)

.36475
(.08823)

.023177
(.011897)

-.011765
(.011520)

-.011412
(.003681)

.009238
(.025150)

.005939
(.022848)

.062346
(.015459)

.023585
(.021645)

-.032823
(.008739)

-.029523
(.014055)

(37)

.73540
(.55669)

-.11566
(.46130)

.38026
(.14596)

.003549
(.021395)

.009749
(.017742)

-.013298
(.005506)

-.11474
(.057185)

-.047553
(.045912)

.050085
(.035812)

.10619
(.046773)

.008549
(.017816)

-.058634
(.031877)

(38)

-.12392
( .09422)

.67977
(.08986)

.44415
(.04600)

.028587
(.004073)

-.014956
(.003863)

-.013631
(.001944)

.077399
( .011766)

.059613
(.014487)

.095096
(.012638)

-.020958
(.010691)

-.056441
(.005618)

-.038655
(.011501)

60
Number of
observations 26 13 112

Note: 1) The numbers in parentheses represent asymptotic st~~

dard errors.
2)*The parameter estimates for homogeneous trans log cost

function are reported for the Paper Industry (34),
since the null hypotheses of 'homotheticity and homo
geneity cannot be rejected at .05 significance level.
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model is preferred for this industry, as indicated by an

asterick in Table 4.9. The parameter estimates of the

translog cost function are generally significant except for

three industries; paper (34), chemicals (35), and basic

metals (37) industries. These results are not so good as

those of 1973 cross-section data, but acceptable for our

practical purpose of estimating th~ elasticites.

As shown in Tables 4.10 and 4.11, the estimated Allen

elasticities of substitution and price elasticities of input

demand are generally significant at the .95 confidence inter

val in each industry. The own price and Allen elasticities

have the correct negative signs, again conforming to our a

priori expectations. The diversity in the values of the

Allen partial elasticities of substitution also implies a

rejection of conventional production specifications. It is

here noted that, as mentioned earlier, the null hypotheses

for alternative technology specifications cannot be rejected

only in the paper industry (34), which is resultantly char-

acterized by a homogeneous production structure with unitary

elasticities of substitution.

Reviewing the Allen partial elasticities of substitution,

the results are generally similar to those of 1973 data.

Production labor and capital are also substitutes in each

of 2-digit industries. The Allen partial elasticities of

substitution between production labor and capital (Akp)
range from .43 to 1.76. Nonproduction labor and capital are



Table 4.10 70

Estimates for Allen Elasticities of Substitution,
2-Digit Manufacturing Industries, 1978

Industry

E1astici ties (31) (32) (33) (34)

Akk -.2096 -.4103 -.2917 -.7060
(.0271) (.0493) ( .1458) (.0677)

A -2. 7131 -1. 6953 -1.5156 -5.0056pp (.4873) (.1838) (.4709) (. 7723)

A -7.9982 -4.1013 -3.6342 -15.2278nn (1.4445) (1.0519) (.8238) (3.4795)

Akp .4299 . 7210 .5585 1.1587
(.0878) (.0851) (.2434) (.1717)

Akn .7871 .2417 -.0979 1.3185
(.0954) (.0799) (.1728) (.2529)

A 1.4232 .8774 1. 4554 4.1304pn (.7542) (.3439) (.3429) (1. 4677)

Industry

Elasticities (35) (36) (37) (38)

Akk -.4492 -.5008 -.6154 -.4652
(.0324) (.0583) (.1109) (.0334)

A -5.4503 -2.8389 -1.3894 -1.7774pp (.6512) (.3530) (1.1891) (.1788)

A -9.2840 -2.3457 -3.8448 -.8027nn (1. 5858) (1. 9681) (4.8962) (.8509)

Akp 1. 2065 1.1411 1. 7527 .8759
(.1175) ( .1295) (.3315) (.0633)

Akn 1.1308 .4363 1.1392 .2196
(.0877) (.1501) (.2901) (.0777)

A .7343 -.3094 -2.4892 -.1143pn (.8779) (.6233) (1. 8968) (.3315)

Note: The numbers in parentheses represent asymptotic stan-
dard errors.



Table 4.11 71

Estimates for Price Elasticities of Input Demand,
2-Digit Manufacturing Industries, 1978

Industry

Elasticities (31) (32) (33) (34)

Ekk -.1528 -.2441 -.1664 -.4461
(.0198) (.0293) (.0832) (.0428)

Epp -.4584 -.5169 -.4814 -1.2343
(.0823) (.0560) (.1496) (.1904)

Enn -.8145 -.4113 -.4064 -1. 8515
(.1471) (.1055) (.0921) (.4231)

Ekp .0726 .2198 .1774 .2857
(.0148) (.0260) (.0773) (.0423)

Epk .3135 .4289 .3186 .7321
(.0640) (.0506) ( .1389) (.1085)

Ekn .0802 .0242 -.0109 .1603
(.0097) (.0080) (.0193) (.0308)

Enk .5740 .1438 -.0558 .8330
(.0695) (.0475) (.0986) (.1598)

Epn .1449 .0880 .1628 .5022
(.0768) (.0345) (.0383) (.1785)

Enp .2405 .2675 .4623 1. 0185
(.1274) (.1048) (.1089) (.3619)

Note: The numbers in parentheses represent asymptotic stan-
dard errors.
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Table 4.11 (continued)

Estimates for Price Elasticities of Input Demand,
2-Digit Manufacturing Industries, 1978

Industry

Elasticities (35) (36) (37) (38)

Ekk -.3252 -.3290 -.4418 -.2761
(.0234) (.0383) (.0796) (.0198)

Epp -.9484 -.7222 -.2730 -.5059
(.1133) (.0898) (.2336) (.0509)

Enn -.9465 -.2079 -.3288 -.0978
(.1617) (.1744) (.4187) (.1037)

Ekp .2099 .2903 .3444 .2493
(.0205) (.0329) (.0651) (.0180)

Epk .8735 .7497 1. 2584 .5199
(.0851) (.0851) (.2380) (.0376)

Ekn .1153 .0387 .0974 .0268
(.0089) (.0133) (.0248) (.0095)

Enk .8187 .2866 .8180 .1304
(.0635) (.0986) (.2083) ( .0461)

E .0749 -.0274 -.2129 -.0139pn (.0895) (.0552) (.1622) (.0404)

E .1278 -.0787 -.4891 -.0325np (.1528) (.1586) (.3727) (.0944)

Note: The numbers in parentheses represent asymptotic stan
dard errors.
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also substitutable each other, except for only the wood

industry (33), where the Akn estimated at -.098 is statis

tically insignificant. On the other hand, production labor

is estimated to be substitutable for nonproduction labor in

all industries except three industries; non-metallic minerals

(Apn = -.31), basic metals (Apn = -2.49), and machinery

(Apn = -.11) industries. However, the estimated Apn is in

significant in all of these three industries. Capital input

is also a better substitute for production labor than for

nonproduction labor in six ou~ of eight industries.

The factor share demand functions are all downward

sloping with respect to their own prices as expected. In

all the industries capital is less responsive to its own

prices than production labor and nonproduction labor. Pro

duction labor is more own price elastic than nonproduction

labor in five industries, while nonproduction labor is re

ported to be more responsive to its own prices than produc

tion labor in the remaining three industries; food (31),

paper (34), and basic metals (37) industries.

As shown earlier in the results for all manufacturing

and 1973 2-digit industry data, each factor input was reported

to be inelastic to its own prices with an elasticity of

demand which is less than one. The own price elasticity of

demand for each input in 1978 cross-section is also less

than unity in all the industries except the paper industry

(34). In the paper industry, Epp and Enn are estimated to
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be -1.23 an~ -1.85 respectively, both estimates being sta

tistically significant. Besides, the cross price elasticity

of demand for labor input due to a change in the prices of

capital is also lower for nonproduction labor than for pro

duction labor except in two industries; food (31) and paper

(34) industries.

When compared to the estimated results of 1973, sub

stitutability among factor inputs has been generally increased

over time. The elasticity of substitution between produc

tion labor and capital has increased over the period under

review in seven industries, whereas that between nonproduc

tion labor and capital has grown during the same period in

five industries. In addition, production labor and nonpro

duction labor also became more substitutable for each other

in five industries than the previous period.

The own price elasticity of demand for each input has

also been generally expanded over time. Capital became more

responsive to its own prices in all the industries, and pro

duction labor became more elastic in six industries, whereas

nonproduction labor became more own price responsive in five

industries. The cross price elasticity of demand for pro

duction labor with respect to the prices of capital has been

enlarged in seven industries, while the direction of change

in the corresponding elasticity for nonproduction labor is

relatively less clear-cut.
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C. Suumary of Relevant Previous Studies

It is instructive to compare the results discussed above

with those of others. In recent years, many studies on both

labor-labor and labor-capital substitution in the manufac

turing sector of developed economies have appeared. Few of

the studies, however, share similar methodologies. They are

different in one or more of the following ways. First,

studies differ according to the criterion chosen for labor

force disaggregation. Second, they are different by choosing

to estimate a cost function, treating factor prices as exo-

genous, or a production function, treating factor quantities

as exogenous. Third, they are separated by their chosen

data; estimates based on the time series data versus esti-

mates from cross-section data. Finally, they may also differ

in the choice of functional form and estimation procedures. 3

It should be noted that we know of no existing study for de

veloping countries which explicitly disaggregates labor

types that would allow us to draw comparison. Since all

the previous studies are based on data for developed econo

mies as opposed to a developing economy, the comparison of

our results must be more qualitative than quantitative.

All the studies unanimously find that production labor

and capital are substitutes, while almost all the studies

estimate that nonproduction workers and production workers

are substitutes. The studies of Denny and May (1978b), and

Dennis and Smith (1978) are the only exceptions as to the
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substitutable relation between the two types of workers.

Denny and May disaggregate capital into equipment and struc

tures in their time series study of Canadian manufacturing,

and show that production labor and nonproduction labor are

very inelastic complements with the corresponding elasticity

which ranges from -.500 in 1970 to -.28 in 1950. 4 In addi

tion, Dennis and Smith (1978) report, including the real cash

balances as an additional input, that two types of workers

are complements in seven out of eleven selected disaggregated

u.S. manufacturing sectors. 5 As shown in our discussion of

the empirical results, production labor and nonproduction

labor were also complements in three out of eight 2-digit

industries. These may be possible, not surprising, results

when we deal with disaggregated set of industry data.

In the meantime, the relationship between capital and

nonproduction labor is relatively less clear-cut. The only

cross-section studies of U.S. manufacturing by Freeman and

Medoff (1982)6 and Grant (1979) appropriately assuming wages

exogenous indicate they are substitutes. However, most

time series studies of U.s. manufacturing using either a

cost function or (inappropriate) production function speci

fication have estimated nonproduction labor and capital to

be complements. Our results indicate the substitutability

between capital and nonproduction workers.

The only time series study of U.S. manufacturing that

reports the substitutability between capital and nonproduction
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workers is that of Dennis and Smith. Denny and May (1978b)

also show that both types of capital, namely, equipment and

structures, are substitutable with productiort and nonproduc

tion workers in Canadian manufacturing. Likewise, in the

time series study of Irish manufacturing which is disaggre

gated into 40 sectors, Boyle and Sloane (1982) find that

nonproduction labor and capital are substitutes in almost

every sector. 7

Our findings indicate that the elasticity of substitu

tion between production workers and capital is relatively

high but generally less than one. It is interesting to note

that captial is more substitutable with production workers

than with nonproduction workers, which is in almost unanimous

agreement with the previous studies. Denny and May (1978b)

estimate that both equipment and structures are more easily

substitutable with production labor than with nonproduction

labor in Canadian manufacturing, while Boyle and Sloane

(1982) also report that capital is generally a better substi

tute for production workers than for nonproduction workers

in the Irish manufacturing industries. The only study that

shows the greater substitutability between capital and non

production labor than between capital and production labor

in the U.S. manufacturing industries is that by Dennis and

Smith (1978).

The estimates for own price elasticities of factor

demand in the previous studies are in close agreement with
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our findings. Almost all the studies estimate the own price

elasticities of factor inputs to be less than one. Only the

study of Berndt and Christensen (1974) reports them to be

greater than one. In addition, production workers are cal

culated to be more own price elastic than nonproduction

workers in all the previous studies except the studies of

u.s. manufacturing by Berndt and Christensen (1974), and

Freeman and Medoff (1982).
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Table 4.12

F-Test of Nonhomothetic Model for Homotheticity
Hypothesis for 2-Digit Industries, 1973

Degree of Signi-
Freedom Calculated Critical ficance

Industry d f1 df2 F-Value F-Value Level Remarks

Food(31) 2 114 7.688 4.80 .01 Rejected

Textile(32) 2 105 11. 831 4.82 .01 Rejected

Wood(33) 2 21 9.134 5.78 .01 Rejected

Paper(34) 2 51 4.059 3.18 .as Rejected

Chemicals(35) 2 117 5.537 4.79 .01 Rejected

Non-metallic 2 60 5.940 4.98 .01 Rejected
Minerals(36)

Basic Metals (37)*-

Machinery (38) 2 189 4.213 3.06 .05 Rejected

Note: *As for the Basic Metals Industry(37) , Zellner's iteration
could not be done for the nonhomothetic model. So
F-statistics is not reported in this table.
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Table 4.13

F-Test of Nonhomothetic Model for Homogeneity
Hypothesis for 2-Digit Industries, 1973

Degree of Signi-
Freedom Calculated Critical ficance

Industry dfl df2 F-Va1ue F-Value Level Remarks

Food(3l) 3 114 5.175 3.97 .01 Rejected

Textile(32) 3 105 7.917 3.98 .01 Rejected

Wood(33) 3 21 11.246 4.87 .01 Rejected

Paper (34) 3 51 2.815 2. 79 .05 Rejected

Chemicals(35) 3 117 4.261 3.96 .01 Rejected

Non-metallic
Minerals(36) 3 60 4.110 2.76 .05 Rejected

Basic Metals(37)*1 17 27.257* 8.40 .01 Rejected

Machinery (38) 3 189 3.390 2.65 .05 Rejected

Note: *As for the Basic Metals Industry(37), F-statistics of
homothetic model against the relevant hypothesis is
reported in this table, because Zellner's iteration could
not be performed for the nonhomothetic model.
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Table 4.14

F-Test of Nonhomothetic Model for Homotheticity with
Unitary Elasticities of Substitution Hypothesis

for 2-Digit Industries, 1973

Degree of Signi-
Freedom Calculated Critical ficance

Industry dfl df2 F-Va1ue F-Value Level Remarks

Food(31) 5 114 20.890 3.97 .01 Rejected

Textile(32) 5 105 16.137 3.98 .01 Rejected

Wood(33) 5 21 67.738 4.87 .01 Rejected

Paper (34) 5 51 10.398 4.20 .01 Rejected

Chemicals (35) 5 117 14.142 3.96 .01 Rejected

Non-metallic
Minerals (36) 5 60 19.856 4.13 .01 Rejected

Bas ic Metals(37)* 3 17 23.297* 5.18 .01 Rejected

Machinery(38) 5 189 50.249 3.91 .01 Rejected

Note: *As for the Basic Metals Industry(37) , F-statistics of
homothetic model against the relevant hypothesis is
reported in this table, because Zellner's iteration
could not be performed for the nonhomothetic model.
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Table 4.15

F-Test of Nonhomothetic Model for Homogeneity with
Unitary Elasticities of Substitution Hypothesis

for 2-Digi t Industries, 1973

Degree of Signi-
Freedom Calculated Critical ficance

Industry an df2 F-Va1ue F-Value Level Remarks

Food (31) 6 114 17.436 2.98 .01 Rejected

Texti1e(32) 6 105 13.465 2.99 .01 Rejected

Wood(33) 6 21 62.632 3.81 .01 Rejected

Paper (34) 6 51 8.882 3.18 .01 Rejected

Chemicals (35) 6 117 12.488 2.97 .01 Rejected

Non-metallic
Minerals(36) 6 60 16.555 3.12 .01 Rejected

Basic Metals(37)* 4 17 26.767* 4.67 .01 Rejected

Machinery(38) 6 189 42.043 2.92 .01 Rejected

Note: *As for the Basic Metals Industry(37), F-statistics of
homothetic model against the relevant hypothesis is
illustrated in this table, because Zellner's iteration
could not be performed for the nonhomothetic model.
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Table 4.16

F-Test of Nonhomothetic Model for Homotheticity
Hypothesis for 2-Digit Industries, 1978

Degree of Signi-
Freedom Calculated Critical ficance

Industry an df2 F-Va1ue F-Va1ue Level Remarks

Food(3l) 2 117 14.273 4.79 .01 Rejected

Textile(32) 2 159 6.609 4.75 .01 Rejected

Wood(33) 2 48 4.764 3.19 .05 Rejected

Paper(34)* 2 66 1.719* 3.14 .05 Not
Rejected*

Chemicals(35) 2 171 12.935 4.73 .01 Rejected

Non-metallic
Minerals (36) 2 69 5.521 4.92 .01 Rejected

Bas ic Metals(37) 2 30 5.741 5.39 .01 Rejected

Machinery (38) 2 327 36.628 4.68 .01 Rejected

Note: *The null hypothesis cannot be rejected at .05 significance
level.
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Table 4.17

F-Test of Nonhomothetic Model for Homogeneity Hypothesis
for 2-Digit Industries, 1978

Degree of Signi-
Freedom Calculated Critical ficance

Industry dfl df2 F-Value F-Va1ue Level Remarks

Food (31) 3 117 9.580 3.98 .01 Rejected

Textile(32) 3 159 7.092 3.91 .01 Rejected

Wood(33) 3 48 3.928 2.80 .05 Rejected

Paper(34)* 3 66 1. 224* 2.75 .05 Not
Rejected*

Chemicals(35) 3 171 8.682 3.90 .01 Rejected

Non-metallic
Minerals (36) 3 69 3.694 2.74 .05 Rejected

Basic Metals(37) 3 30 4.345 2.92 .05 Rejected

Machinery (38) 3 327 27.749 3.85 .01 Rejected

Note: *The null hypothesis cannot be rejected at .05 significance
level.
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Table 4.18

F-Test of Nonhomothetic Model for Homotheticity with
Unitary Elasticities of Substitution Hypothesis

for 2-Digit Industries, 1978

Degree of Signi-
Freedom Calculated Critical ficance

Industry dfl df2 F-Va1ue F-Value Level Remarks

Food (31) 5 117 23.138 3.18 .01 Rejected

Textile(32) 5 159 24.042 3.14 .01 Rejected

Wood(33) 5 48 23.124 3.42 .01 Rejected

Paper(34)* 5 66 2.160* 2.36 .05 Not
Rejected*

Chemicals (35) 5 171 6.920 3.13 .01 Rejected

Non-metallic
Minerals(36) 5 69 5.712 3.29 .01 Rejected

Basic Metals(37) 5 30 6.855 3.70 .01 Rejected

Machinery(38) 5 327 46.285 3.08 .01 Rejected

Note: *The null hypothesis cannot be rejected at .05 significance
level.
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Table 4.19

F-Test of Nonhomothetic Model for Homogeneity with
Unitary Elasticities of Substitution Hypothesis

for 2-Digit Industries, 1978

Degree of Signi-
Freedom Calculated Critical ficance

Industry dfl df2 F-Va1ue F-Value Level Remarks

Food(31) 6 117 19.291 2.98 .01 Rejected

Textile (32) 6 159 22.975 2.92 .01 Rejected

Wood (33) 6 48 19.270 3.20 .01 Rejected

Paper(34)* 6 66 1.859* '2.24 .05 Not
Rejected*

Chemicals (35) 6 171 5.813 2.91 .01 Rejected

Non-metallic
Minerals(36) 6 69 4.900 3.07 .01 Rejected

Bas ic Metals(37) 6 30 5.781 3.47 .01 Rejected

Machinery(38) 6 327 41.264 2.87 .01 Rejected

Note: *The null hypothesis cannot be rejected at .05 significance
level.
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CHAPTER IV--NOTES

lAs noted earlier in Chapter III, the calculated test
statistic is asymptotically distributed as F(vl, v,), where
vI is the number of restrictions and v2 is the num~er of
residual degrees of freedom. In our case, the former indi
cates the number of parametric restrictions, on the nonhomo
thetic model, corresponding to each alternative production
structure, and the latter is computed as 3 times the actual
number of observations minus the number of unrestricted
regression coefficients on the cost function because the
same data are stacked up 3 times to jointly estimate the
cost function and the two factor share demand equations.

Theoretical

3For a thorough review of the literature on the studies
of labor-labor and labor-capital substitution in U.S. manu
facturing, see Hamermesh, Daniel S., and James Grant, 1979,
"Econometric Studies of Labor-Labor Substitution and Their
Implications for Policy," Journal of Human Resources, vo l .
14, no. 4 (Fall), pp. 518-555.

4See Denny, Michael, and J. Douglas May, 1978b, »«
Representation of Canadian Manufactur ing Technology,"
Applied Economics, vol. 10, no. 4 (December), pp. 305-317.

SSee Dennis, Enid, and V. Kerry Smith, 1978, "A Neo
classical Analysis of the Demand for Real Cash Balances by
Firms," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 86, no. 5 (Octo
ber), pp. 793-813.

6Freeman and Medoff (1982) further decompose labor into
union and nonunion groups in their cross-section study of
U.S. manufacturing. For further details see Freeman, Richard
B., and James L. Medoff, 1982, "Substitution between Pro
duction Labor and Other Inputs in Unionized and Non-Unionized
Manufacturing," Reviet'1 of Economics and Statistics, vol. 64,
no. 2 (May), pp. 220-233.



7See Boyle, G., and P. D. Sloane, 1982, "The Demand
for Labour and Capital Inputs in Irish Manufacturing Indus
tries," Economic and Social Review, vol. 13, no. 3 (April),
pp. 153-170.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Summary of the Findings

1. All Manufacturing

Since all the null hypotheses for alternative specifi

cation of production structure are rejected for both 1973

and 1978 cross-section data, the nonhomothetic model is the

most preferred one for overall manufacturing. This also

implies that basically there has not b~en any noticeable

structural change in the production technology in Korean

overall manufacturing between 1973 and 1978.

Almost all the parameter estimates for the factor share

demand functions are significantly different from zero. In

addition, all the estimates for Allen elasticities of sub

stitution and price elasticities of input demands are sta

tistically significant at a reasonable confidence interval.

Furthermore, all the own price elasticities and Allen elas

ticities of substitution are significantly negative as

expected.

Each factor input is a substitute for all the other

factor inputs with Allen partial elasticities of substitution

which are less than one. Capital is relatively more substi

tutable for production labor than for nonproduction labor.

This implies that a change in the relative prices of capital

89
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has a greater effect on the quantity of production labor

used than the quantity of nonproduction labor.

The cross price elasticity of demand for labor input

given a change in the prices of capital is higher for produc

tion labor than for nonproduction labor. Each factor input

is responsive to its own prices. Production labor is more

elastic to its own prices than nonproduction labor. Capital

is the least elastic factor input.

When comparing the empirical results for 1973 and 1978

cross-section data, capital input became more easily substi

tutable with both production and nonproduction workers, while

production workers became considerably less substitutable

with nonproduction workers. With respect to its own prices,

every factor input became more elastic in 1978 than in 1973.

The cross price elasticity of labor demand with respect to

the change in the prices of capital is also estimated to have

increased over time for both production labor and nonproduc

tion labor.

2. 2-Digit Manufacturing Industries

In 1973, the nonhomothetic translog cost function model

was the most preferred one for all the 2-digit manufacturing

industries except for the basic metals industry, for which

the Zellner's procedure of iterating the nonhomothetic model

could not converge. The homothetic model is, however, the

best model for the basic metals industry, since the other

null hypotheses against homotheticity were rejected. As for
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1978 cross-section data, the most preferred model was the

nonhomothetic one for seven out of eight 2-digit industries,

whereas only the paper industry represents a production

structure characterized by homogeneity with unitary elas

ticities of substitution.

Generally, the estimates for the parameters of the cost

function, and the Allen and price elasticities are statisti

cally significant at .95 confidence interval for both cross

section data sets. The own price and Allen elasticities are

all significantly negative as expected. Production workers

and capital are estimated to be substitutes in all the indus

tries. In 1973 nonproduction workers and capital are reported

to be relatively good substitutes in six industries, and

relatively weak complements in wood and paper industries,

while in 1978 both inputs are substitutes in seven industries

and weak complements only in the wood industry.

In the'meantime, production and nonproduction workers

are calculated to be complementary to each other in chemicals,

basic metals and machinery industries in 1973, and in non

metallic minerals, basic metals and machinery industries in

1978. Capital input is shown to be more substitutable with

production labor than with nonproduction labor in almost

all the industries. The substitutability between pairs of

factor inputs has been generally increased over time.

Cross price elasticity of demand for labor input due

to a change in the prices of capital is generally higher
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for production workers than for nonproduction workers. Each

factor input is responsive to its own prices in every indus

try. Capital is the least elastic input to its own prices

in all the industries, while production labor is more own

price elastic than nonproduction labor except in the food,

paper and basic metals industries. The own price elasticity

of demand for each input has been generally expanded over

the period under review.

B. Conclusions

In this study, we presented Zellner I s "seemingly unre

lated regression" estimates for the parameters of the trans

log cost function coupled with factor share demand equations

to estimate the Allen elasticities of substitution and the

price elasticities of factor demand. Our estimates for

elasticities and parameters are generally significant at

a reasonable confidence interval and the estimated own

elasticities all conform to our a priori expectations. Thus,

we may conclude that our translog function may be considered

to be a reasonable approximation to a well-behaved analytic

cost function.

The features of technology are characterized by non

homothetic production structures not only for all manufactur

ing but also dominantly for 2-digit manufacturing industries

in Korea. Accordingly, this fact casts doubt on the applica

tion of conventional production functional forms to analyze
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the input interrelations in Korea's manufacturing production

processes.

Our study indicates that each factor input is a substi

tute for the other factor inputs in all manufacturing and

that capital is more substitutable for production labor than

for nonproduction labor. When we proxy the amount of human

capital embodied in labor by occupation, we can approximate

that nonproduction labor is embodied with more human capital

relative to production labor. Therefore, it is inferred that

the labor with greater amount of human capital is less easily

substitutable for physical captial.

In his seminal work, Griliches (1969) set forth the

hypothesis that, "skill or education is more complementary

with physical capital than unskilled or raw labor." (See

Griliches, 1969, p. 465)-. Our model providt i in this study,

which disaggregate labor by occupation, derIved the estimates

of the Allen partial elasticities of substitution which are

consistent with the Griliches hypothesis. However, in our

model the appropriate factor inputs are not estimated to be

complements.

The other interesting result appears from the estimated

own price elasticities of input demand. Our empirical results

show that production labor is more elastic to its own prices

than nonproduction labor. As labor has more human capital

as approximated by occupation, the derived demand for labor

becomes less elastic to its own prices. This implies that
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as a worker accumulates human capital, both the employer and

the worker have a greater incentive to continue his employ

ment regardless of possible minor wage fluctuations.

Based on the estimates for the elasticities of substi

tution for all manufacturing as shown in Table 4.3, we may

safely conclude that the overall elasticity of substitution

between capital and labor is considerably less than one. This

low elasticity of substitution has an important employment

wage implication for Korean industrialization in that it has

contributed to the rapid growth of employment and wages

rather than impeding their growth. However, while the limited

substitution among the factor inputs may temporarily moderate

the effect of the wage increase on employment, it may not

prevent the higher wage rate from forcing the producers

toward labor-augmenting technologies in the long run. The

displaced workers oan be absorbed only through the rapid

expansion of exports.

Investment tax credits or accelerated depreciation

allowances will decrease the cost of implementing new capital

and bring about a desired increase in capital accumulation.

As each factor input is a substitute for the other inputs,

there will be generated a substitution effect from labor to

capital, reducing the demand for both types of workers given

the level of output. Since the Allen partial elasticity of

substitution of production workers for capital is higher

than that of nonproduction wo~kers, the production workers
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will be more adversely affected. In other words, the employ

ment of less skilled, young workers would suffer under in

vestment incentives as physical capital is substituted for

these workers. The severity of such repercussions is measured

by the estimated elasticity of substitution between physical

capital and labor. However, it should be noted that, in view

of the relatively inelastic demand for capital, the impact

of these policy instruments on the factor mix between capital

and labor will be moderate.

From our results we can conclude that the factor prices

do play a role in the determination of the demand for factor

inputs and the factor mix in production, though their role

is relatively modest. The own price elasticities of demand

for production labor are quite sizable, while the correspond

ing elasticities for capital are smaller than for labor. The

evidence that demand for labor is relatively more responsive

to its own prices compared to capital input suggests that

greater attention be given to policy incentives, such as

employment tax credits, which seek to stimulate employment

by inducing movements along demand schedules.

As our empirical results show, the input interrelations

are not homogeneous, though not substantially heterogeneous,

across industries in the 2-digit classification. Under these

circumstances, policy instruments uniformly applied to all

the manufacturing industries may not result in desired out

comes in certain industries. Thus, it is recommended that
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the policy incentives should be differentiated according to

the characteristics of input interrelations for disaggregated

industry level. For example, as capital and nonproduction

workers are shown to be complements in wood industry, the

investment tax credits may be also desirable in an attempt

to encourage the employment of nonproduction workers. Finally,

the improvement of data is suggested which enables us to

disaggregate labor input more desirably into several demo

graphic characteristics for the more useful policy applica

tions. Future research should concentrate on substitution

among workers disaggregated by age, education, or sex rather

than by the blue-collar-whi te-collar distinction.
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